There are no "three regimes of QCD", as speculated in that paper. There are only two, separated by already well known Tc ∼ 155 M eV . Above it electric interactions are screened rather then confined. Magnetic ones remain confined all the way to T → ∞. Spectrum of "mesonic screening masses" is there, but they do not represent real masses. At high T they correspond to "heavy quarkonia" of 2+1 d gauge theory, which is well known to be a confining theory. There is no reason to expect any transition unbinding them, at T ∼ 1 GeV as claimed. I make calculation of correction to screening masses in 2+1d at high temperature including spatial screening tension and find results in agreement with recent lattice data.
I. INTRODUCTION
In a series of papers, and in particularly in Ref [1] , an unorthodox view of QCD phases at finite temperatures was proposed, see Fig.1 from its conclusions. His new suggestion is that in the intermediate interval
the matter is not a QGP but in the third phase, a "stringy fluid" with confinement.
Some people asked me to comment, and here I would argue in favor of the previous (orthodox) view, that at T > T c the phase is deconf ined QGP. Furthermore, the phenomena they mistakenly interpret as confinement in the intermediate temperature interval do not disappear at T > T upper but in fact persist all the way to infinite T .
We start by repeating some standard decades-old argument for QGP. We need to do so, because all of them are not argued with, or disproved, but simply ignored in [1] . Perhaps it may be useful to remind some what had happened in the previous four decades of development of finite-T QCD. (Repeating the arguments again and again is what we all do while teaching anyway.) 
FIG. 1:
Proposed three regimes of finite T QCD, from Ref [1] .
II. WHY HIGH-T QCD MATTER IS QUARK-GLUON PLASMA?
A.
The screening of the color charge
Studies of high-T QCD had started from perturbative calculation of the polarization tensor Π ab µν (k, ω, T ) in [2] . The same diagrams, which give asymptotic freedom (antiscreening) at T = 0 produced positive electric screening mass squared
thus the matter is called a "plasma". Later lattice simulation studied the potential between two static charges, at zero and finite T . The confining linear potential at small temperatures was indeed found to change at T > T c , to Yukawa-shaped screened Coulomb, as expected. The screening mass was indeed found, crudely, proportional to T . Here is thus the first argument for deconfinement:
Argument 1: linear potential between color charges implies confinement, while in the deconfined phase the potential is exponentially screened Let me add clarifying comments about this argument. Note that I put such secondary comments in italics: they may be omitted at first reading.
Comment 1: At finite T one may calculate separately the free energy of static quark pair, or its potential energy. They are related, as usual, by F (R, T ) = V (R, T )− T S(R, T ) where S(R, T ) is the associated entropy. Deconfinement point was defined as zero tension of the free energy
(The tension of V potential does not vanish at T c : instead it has a maximum there.) Comment 2: Studies in the monopole gas model [18] have found that mechanically stable flux tubes can exist even up to about 1.5T c . Subsequent latttice studies of electric field distribution between static charges indeed observe clear tube-like structure at T c < T < 1.5T c . The interesting issue needs further scrutiny. To decide whether matter at high T is indeed made of independent quarks and gluons can be done by its global thermodynamical quantities. If this proposition be true, they should scale as
with the number of effective degrees of freedom reflect the number of their states, namely
for gluons and quarks. N c is the number of colors, N f is the number of quark flavors. Argument 2. Lattice calculations, too many to mention, confirmed rapid growth of the energy density just above T > T c , indeed reaching the T 4 dependence. The effective number of degrees of freedom in theories with different N c and N f does scale with color factors as predicted. Last but not least, the lattice EOS, put in hydrodynamics, beautifully describe explosion observed in heavy ion collisions.
Comment 4. Perturbative O(g 2 ) corrections calculated in [2] suggested about 20% reduction compared to idealgas predictions, in agreement with lattice data. Originally this was taken as indication that weak coupling regime is the case. However, perturbative corrections of higher order produce non-converging series, for the coupling values at hand. Holographic approach had shown that at strong coupling limit the energy density and pressure (of N =4 supersymmetric plasma) tend to 3/4 of the free quarkgluon EOS, also not far from lattice data. The weak-vsstrong coupling dilemma thus could not be decided via EOS, and was decided much later, in favor of strong coupling, based on information about QGP kinetic coefficients, such as viscosity. In simple terms, they mean that quarks and gluons have not only very short screening radii, but a remarkably small mean free path as well. This all strengthened the arguments against existence of bound states at high T .
C.
The Polyakov line and its temperature dependence of the VEV of the P (T ) is such that at T > T c it is finite, tending to 1 at high T . In pure gauge theories, with the first order transition, it jumps to zero at T c . Polyakov's argument is that this quantity is related with the free energy associated with a static charge
So strict P (T < T c ) = 0 VEV means that a color charge has inf inite free energy, and cannot exist by itself. Glozman correctly states that Z N symmetry is violated in QCD with light quarks, and so P (T ) is no longer its order parameter. Its transition toward zero becomes smooth. According to Glozman, relating Polyakov line average to deconfinement is misleading.
But still P (T < T c ) is very small, < 0.1. It implies that the free energy of a single quark is very large. It still therefore means that excitations of single quarks are strongly suppressed. The behavior of P (T < T c ) is correlated with changes in EOS mentioned already, both indicating "practical deconfinement", disappearance of colored particles from plasma as QGP cools down. The so called PNJL model, based on this idea, quantify the effective quark suppression in thermodynamical quantities.
Argument 3: P (T < T c ) not close to zero means deconfinement. The technical definition of the critical temperature T c used in lattice community is thus the location of the maximum of corresponding susceptibility, or the inflection point
Comment 5. Z N symmetry is not in fact important for deconfinement transition. E.g. there are examples of gauge theories without this symmetry, yet with very similar confinement-deconfinement phase transition.
Comment 6. In QCD the deconfinement critical temperature as defined above is, within uncertainties, the same as obtained from the susceptibility of the chiral condensate. The natural question is whether there is some generic reason for that or it is a coincidence. There are strong recent arguments that the latter is the case. In a space of QCD-like theories with various periodicity phases for each quark flavors θ f both chiral and deconfinement transition are generically independent. For certain limits they can be widely or even infinitely separated, and have different order.
III. ELIMINATION OF NEAR-ZERO MODES AT T = 0, INSTANTONS AND "EMERGING SYMMETRIES"
Instantons and zero mode zone
As discovered by 't Hooft [4] , the topological charge of the instantons require existence of certain zero modes of the Dirac operator. The instanton liquid model of the instanton ensemble [5] lead to the picture of collectivization of these zero modes into zero mode zone (ZMZ) around zero. Its width is of the order of typical "hopping" amplitude for a quark, from one instanton to the next
It is 1/R 3 because such is the propagator of massless quark in 4d, and two ρ factors are two couplings of a quark to two instantons. The ZMZ width is remarcably small because the typical instanton size ρ is small compared to typical separation R.
Comment 7. The presence of ZMZ of such size has not been well known in lattice community. However it provides explanation of the puzzling nonlinear behavior of chiral extrapolation to small quark masses m u , m d → 0. In fact quark masses used are comparable to ∆λ, which has nothing to do with the pion mass or chiral logs. There were many efforts to understand it, and lately, as computers get powerful enough to dial the realistic quark masses, the issue is debated no more.
Cutting off the ZMZ states: Glozman et al cut out the near-zero Dirac eigenmodes from the propagators one-by-one, eventually killing the effects of chiral symmetry breaking. When all fermionic modes which know about chiral symmetry breaking get removed, mesons and baryons fall into chirally symmetric multiplets. Furthermore, not just SU (N f ) chiral symmetry gets apparently restored, but the splittings related to U a (1) chiral symmetry also become too small to be detected.
The emphasis by Glozman et al is that chiral symmetry can be removed apparently without disturbing the basic picture of hadrons as quarks connected by the flux tubes. This once again show that instantons generate beraking of both chiral symmetries, but they do not generate confinement.
They also correctly stressed that absence of spin splittings indicate, that in the comoving frames of quarks there seem to be no magnetic fields. It also fits well to the picture of electric flux tubes.
Comment 8. These studies confirmed the existence of ZMZ. Furthermore, they provide direct measurements of its width. As is obvious from Fig.2 , it is indeed is as small as ILM predicted, ∆λ ∼ 20 M eV . This non-trivial fact was never mentioned in any of the papers. Nor was it related to chiral extrapolation puzzle.
IV. QUARKS PROPAGATING IN SPACE DIRECTION AND LATTICE CORRELATION FUNCTIONS
Monopoles and magnetic screening
Before discussing correlation functions in spatial direction, studied by Glozman et al, let us briefly recapitulate what is known about magnetic fields in QGP.
One important consequence of my original calculation [2] was the statement that in perturbation theory the 
Emergence of chiral-spin and S U(2N F ) symmetries at high temperature
Above the pseudocritical temperature the chiral symmetry is restored and consequently the near-ze modes of the Dirac operator are suppressed by temperature. Then, given the results on the artifici truncation of the near-zero modes at zero temperature, presented in previous section, one can expe natural emergence of the S U(2) CS and S U(4) symmetries above T c . This expectation has been verifie in the lattice simulations of N F = 2 QCD with quarks of the physical mass with the chirally symmetr Domain Wall Dirac operator (JLQCD ensembles) at temperatures T = (220 960) MeV [20, 21 Namely the spatial (z direction) rest-frame correlators of all local isovector J = 0, 1 meson operator magnetic fields remain unscreened. This opened the door to infrared divergencies in the magnetic sector of the theory. In fact, considering a limit of very high T of Euclidean version of QCD (e.g. on the lattice) one immediately realizes that it simply corresponds to transition from the 4-dimensional to 3-dimensional gauge theory: the Matsubara time shrinks to nothing /T → 0. It is known (e.g. from lattice studies) that it is also a theory with rich nonperbative physics, with confinement in particular.
Yet nonperturbative magnetic sector contributes only a very small fraction to QGP thermodynamics, which does not affect EOS applications.
Polyakov argued that, in order to fix power infrared divergencies, the magnetic sector should have its distinct momentum scale P magnetic ∼ g 2 T . If so, the magnetic screening mass should be
This indeed was confirmed by lattice simulations: recent value [3] is M mag ∼ 4.5T . But it was also observed that spatial Wilson loops (unlike temporal ones) have nonzero tension, which at high temperatures is also of magnetic scale σ spatial ∼ g 4 T 2 . Interest to 3-d (magnetic) theory, which is also the high-T limit of 4-d QCD, led to its lattice studies (such as [8] ), which confirmed that it is indeed confining, with linear potential and flux tubes.
In fact this was anticipated by Polyakov [9] , who noticed that in 3d the role of instantons is played by monopoles, and there is a principal difference between their ensembles because monopole interactions are long range in 3d, while instanton's (in 4d) is not. Therefore 4-d instantons do not explain confinement (a big disappointment to Polyakov).
The big next step in understanding gauge topology at finite T was discovery of instanton constituents, known as instanton-dyons or instanton-monopoles [10, 11] . Un-like the original instantons, which have topological charge only, they have both electric and magnetic charges, and thus interact with both A 4 field (and the Polyakov line P ) and the magnetic sector. ensembles of instanton-dyons explain both confinement and chiral symmetry breaking, see e.g. [12] for review. Recently it was also shown [13] that they also generate the nonzero spatial Wilson line tension. Last but not least, descriptions in terms of instanton-dyons and monopoles are very different and yet equivalent, mathematically related by the so called "Poisson duality", for recent discussion see [14] .
Summary: charges which propagate along the time and space direction interact in a very different way. Charges which (like us) move (mostly) along the time axis, interact (mostly) via electric fields G τ m , m = 1, 2, 3. Charges which move along spatial directions produce "currents" which interact with each other magnetically. As was known already in 1970's for QCD (and of course known in QED a century before that), electric and magnetic fields interact with matter quite differently. We already mentioned that electric and magnetic screening have different scales and mechanisms. In Euclidean settings (e.g. lattice gauge theory) the finite-T is introduce via Matsubara periodic time. The high-T limit takes 4d theory into its 3d version. In this limit electric fields get screened, fermions gets heavy, while the magnetic theory remains confined. 
B.
Spatial correlation functions and "screening masses"
Lattice measurement of the spatial correlation functions in spatial (let it be z) direction at T > T c has been pioneered by DeTar and Kogut [6] decades ago. Instead of independent propagation of a quark and an antiquark, they found meson-like behavior, their propagation together as a bound state. Moreover (by some coincidence of numbers), in the vector channel the rho meson mass was close to its PDF value in the vacuum T = 0. While well realizing that their "screening masses" are not really masses, DeTar and Kogut still ended the paper by noticed that "...their appearance in the screening spectrum deals a serious blow to the naive deconfinement picture...".
The spatial correlation functions studied by Glozman et al (reproduced partly in Fig.3) show the same phenomenon. Their speculation of "absence of the deconfinement", at the temperature range they cover, is exactly the same sentiment as expressed by DeTar and Kogut already in 1987. It is just wrong: there is no contradiction between electric interactions being screened, while the magnetic ones being confined. Both phenomena were extensively studied in the last 30 years and by now are firmly established.
C.
Exchanging the time and space coordinates, and NRQCD3
Simple theoretical calculation of the "screening masses" was proposed in [7] which quantitatively explained the data by DeTar,Kogut. At the end of this text we will present the most recent data on screening masses and a new theoretical calculation.
Let us perform a simple change of notations, in the Euclidean lattice we rename z = x 3 a "new time", and τ = x 4 a new spatial direction z →τ , τ →z Now the same lattice measurement are reinterpreted, as a zero temperature study (since theτ extension is indefinitely large). The former time direction is now interpreted as a "circular box",or a "tube", in which gluons have periodic and quarks antiperiodic [19] boundary conditions. By increasing the temperature one makes the Matsubara time duration β = /T to shrink. Thez momentum pz get quantized to ±(n + 1/2)2πT with integer n. As pz gets large at high T (thin tube) case, the (new) energy can be approximated as [20] 
corresponding to 2-d motion with effective heavy "mass" pz.
The high-T limit therefore matches with 2+1 dimensional gauge theory, and screening masses correspond to nonrelativistic quarks, called NRQCD3. To get the "screening mass spectrum" one simply needs to solve Schreodinger equation, for 2-dimensional quarkonia-like system, with known effective potential, incorporating the (2-d logarithmic) Coulomb and confining string tension.
The spatial correlation functions calculated by from Glozman et al and shown in Fig.3 show that the measured lattice data (points) do not agree with free quark propagation (dashed lines): they decrease (with z =τ ) with smaller exponent, which means that the binding energy of "quarkonia" is negative, M meson < 2πT . Note also, that there remains some dependence on the quantum number: scalar and pseudoscalar have larger binding than vectors and axials: this means spin-spin forces are still visible. However at T = 960 M eV (not shown here) these differences were no longer observed in their data. This lead to Glozman's speculation that there is no binding above T ∼ 1 GeV and thus a "true QGP" regime.
This speculation is completely baseless. There is no reason for the Coulomb and confining potentials between quarks to disappear, at any temperature till infinity. As effective mass of quarks continue to increase, and interactions persist, such unbinding obviously cannot happen.
At T upper ∼ 1 GeV the effective quark mass (actually the Matsubara energy) is as large as πT ∼ 3 GeV . So the effective quarkonium-like mesons are of a mass of about 6 GeV , between charmonia and bottonia in real QCD (but, of course, in its 2+1 dimensional world, with the spatial string tension instead of the usual one).
Very recent lattice study of screening masses [15] has followed them to higher temperatures T ≈ 2.5 GeV . The results for light quark pairs are reproduced in Fig.4 from this work. While the scalar-pseudoscalar screening masses seem indeed to cross 2πT around T ∼ 1 GeV and remain close to it, the vector channels cross it at smaller T and clearly show values meaning positive binding (relative to 2πT ). The same sign will be obtained from the theory below.
E. Calculation of screening masses in 2+1 d theory
The theoretical calculation [16] is a perturbative one, it includes lowest order O(g 2 ) corrections, but not the effect of confinement (which is nonperturbative). However, in the spirit of NRQCD3, I do not see any problem with including it, and in the remainder of this text I would do so.
The only ingredient needed is the high-T behavior of spatial string tension. It has been studied on the lattice for SU (2), SU (3) gauge theories and QCD long ago: I am using the QCD fit from [17] 
It is convenient to write the 2-d Schreodinger equation using as units the Debye mass/length, for which I use the original perturbative form [2] free theory value are independent of the spin, i.e. P S(S) and AV (V ) screening masses receive the sa correction, that has been calculated in Ref. [72] . T correction is positive in qualitative agreement with lattice results. In Fig. 9 we show the corresponding w coupling result from EQCD. We used the 2-loop result g 2 E and the optimal choice for the renormalization s µ/T = 9.08 [73] . We varied the scale µ by factor of around this optimal value to estimate the perturba uncertainty, which turned out to be very small (the certainty corresponds to the width of the weak coup curve in Fig. 9 . We see that the weak coupling res from EQCD are slightly larger than the AV (V ) screen masses and significantly larger the the lattice results P S(S) screening masses. This is not completely surp ing because the EQCD coupling constant g 2 E is not sm except for very high temperatures and thus higher or corrections may be important. Beyond O(g 2 E ) the cor tion will be spin dependent [70, 71] . Since the coup constant decreases logarithmically the screening ma will approach 2⇡T only for temperatures many order magnitude larger than those considered here, when AV (V ) and P S(S) screening masses become degener It would be interesting to calculate the O(g 4 E ) correc to meson screening masses and see whether EQCD dictions work quantitatively.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have performed an in-depth analysis of meso screening masses in (2+1)-flavor QCD with physical generate) light and strange quark masses. In the vici of the pseudo-critical temperature for chiral symme restoration, T pc and up to about 1 GeV we could p form controlled continuum extrapolations, using in from five di↵erent values of the lattice cut-o↵. Comp   FIG. 4 : Screening masses divided by the temperature, for axialvector (A), vector(V), scalar (S) and pseudiscalar (P) channels. The horizontal dashed line corresponds to 2π, the non-interacting limit. The solid line in upper right side correspond to O(g 2 ) correction calculated in [16] .
with N f = 3. (Inclusion of the fourth charm quark is debatable at such T , and it is not very important.) So the wave function depends on x = r · M E , with r the radial distance, and the eqn takes the form
where πT is the reduced mass for relative motion, C F = 4/3 is the color factor. Two terms in the potential are the regularized 2-d Coulomb and confining term, respectively. Note that in the coefficient of the Coulomb term powers of T ,g and π cancel out, leaving just a number 4/9. The confining term divided by cube of M E still keeps one of its powers of g. As T → ∞, the matched coupling constant decreases (with 4d beta function of QCD) as 1/ log(T ), and so asymptotically screening masses get corrected only by the Coulomb binding energy (like very heavy quarkonia). Yet it happens very slowly: to demonstrate the effect, we plot the effective potential in confining term is in fact dominant, and that it goes away at high T extremely slowly. The confining term is even more important for the excited states.
Returning to the actual energy units and relating them to the total mass , one gets the following corrections
which, at T = 1000 GeV is 1+0.057, predicting the screening mass ratio 6.64, in agreement with the trend of Fig.4 . At lower T the perturbative series are not convergent/reliable as the coupling is not really small: keeping only confinement is probably the best one can do in practice.
Summary: the binding of quarks propagating in space direction does not mean confinement in the ordinary sense. It does not disappear at any temperature, and the data for screening masses reasonably agree with the expectation of the 2+1d asymptotic effective theory.
